**Mr. William Coal and Miss Grace Curtis to Play Sonata Recitals**

Musically alert students of this institution should not fail to embrace the line of musical development offered by the increasing interest in the study of music, which is being given a different dimension by the advent of the new musical medium of the radio... The last should be of especial interest to students and will be of special interest to the many orchestras, particularly small, that are in the habit of giving their programs to the public... The orchestra, and in particular to the many orchestras, will be of especial interest to both the orchestra and to the many orchestras, particularly small, that are in the habit of giving their programs to the public.

**Theatrical Production**

The fifth major production of the Drama Production will be a three act play entitled, "Life is a Yawn" translated by Barrett Clarke. This comedy of manners aims to provide a treat for all audiences.

**Orchestral Concerts**

The orchestra will be directed by Mr. Edward W. Fleming, who will conduct the orchestra in a series of concerts, beginning with a program of music for strings, followed by a program of music for woodwinds, and concluding with a program of music for percussion instruments.

**Dinner Held at Hotel To Recognize Alumni**

It is of interest to Ichaba College to know that there is a movement under way to organize an alumni association of Ichaba College. A committee has been appointed by the president of Ichaba College, and is now preparing a plan for the organization of the alumni association.
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Rantings and Luminations
by Tom Murray

March 16, 1934

Editor of The Ithacan Ithaca College Ithaca, N.Y. Dear Sir,

After reading the article in your paper concerning the abolition of Senior Menushees in the Dramatic Department, I feel that the following remarks should be published, especially to the administration and to the faculty of the college.

First of all, I do not feel that it is a fair or intelligent statement for any person to say that there is no value in the public presentation of Senior Menushees.

It is true that the training one receives in the preparation of these programs is absolutely essential to anyone studying dramatics. Certainly our weekly tutorial work in the Senior Menushees are the outstanding, is one of the best methods of training for the entire dramatic curriculum. I mention this to the effect that any statement which might possibly lead people to believe that when we signed up for the Senior Menushees, we did not consider the value of our time, nor our necessity was largely connected with the dramatic training. We certainly can see its value clearly if we had studied under such an unusually capable director—Mrs. Rose C. Dougherty.

It must be made clear to everyone that at least the majority of people who strongly favored the abolition of the requirement of Senior Menushees which comes early in May and the Alumni Banquet which occurs at the end of the school year. These pending activities will keep things hopping at the house on the hill for some time to come.

We miss our faculty advisor, Mrs. Jeanett Hull, particularly, critically ill at the Danville Hospital, Danville, Pa.

FRATERNITY NOTICES

The boys of Phi Mu Alpha are looking forward to an active spring season, and are at present planning to hold a dance at the gymnasium on April 3. Preparations are also being made for the All American Program which comes early in May and the Alumni Banquet which occurs at the end of the school year. These pending activities will keep things hopping at the house on the hill for some time to come.

We miss our faculty advisor, Mrs. Jeanett Hull, particularly, critically ill at the Danville Hospital, Danville, Pa.

Phi Delta FI Initiates

In the wee hours of Friday morning, March 11, our initiates were conducted as initiated. During the initiation, the college glee club, members of the faculty, and all the members of the Delta Sigma Phi chapter were present at the ceremony. The initiates were then held in the gymnasium for the final test, which included a meal prepared by the faculty members.

The boys of Phi Mu Alpha are looking forward to an active spring season, and are at present planning to hold a dance at the gymnasium on April 3. Preparations are also being made for the All American Program which comes early in May and the Alumni Banquet which occurs at the end of the school year. These pending activities will keep things hopping at the house on the hill for some time to come.

We miss our faculty advisor, Mrs. Jeanett Hull, particularly, critically ill at the Danville Hospital, Danville, Pa.

The Missing Link!

New York City
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DIECICLIONS

By Vir Kifer

The Mi Phi dance proved to be a home run as far as the word success is concerned. Too bad we didn't have such unusual activities in our institution last year. The sorority of the semester proved to be an ever lasting one among the First Presbyterian Church of Ithaca.

TOOTH BRUSHES AND TOOTH PASTES

All the well-known brands in stock at popular prices

Lather Brushes

Shaving Creams

Everything to add to the comfort of the shave

Students to Play in "Oregon"

(Continued from page 9)

April 11, at Chief No Horn, whose name is "Oregon," the corned for the presentation of the eight annual Ithaca College musical. The speech of this Indian sage from the two corners was given by the Seneca tribe who came in the early days to St. Louis in May of 1876, "The Missoula's Book of Heaven" in which was the chief incentive for the Parker-Whlmman mission which spread over one hundred years ago the First Presbyterian Church of Ithaca.

(Continued on page two)
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FRATERNITY NOTICES

Continued (From page two)

Mrs. Bertha Creighton was also in attendance in a pictures of the fraternity.

Catharine Kline congratulated and

awarded the new members and

Made Miss Hinkle elected in behalf

of the new initiate.

Mr. Landon was our guest speak-

ing on "The Man of the Streets.

"(By your request we quote:

"We have a basis, men, and a good

basis, as we take comfort in our

friendship."

Mr. Landon guests were Mr. Esther E. Fyler, patroness; Mrs. S. Landon; Mr. R. C. Younger, associate mem-

ber; and alumnus from various class-

mates, John Schweiger, Jennifer Millis, Valda Wexford Barnes, Jane Smith. Mrs. Pearl Weertvelts Men-

or.

Students to Play in "Oregon"

(Continued from page two)

Dean Ida Powell, and Professor

Students of the Dramatic Dept. are members of the Organizational committee which is responsible for the entire con-

certed celebration. Dean Powell is also a member of the committee committee which will produce the work for the entire number of the cast. This in-

volves all work from the Wessmiler Players, a Cornell student group.

Professor Landon will coach the Ithaca College students who will ap-

pear at the opening of the drama and between the acts.

The scenery for the drama will be produced by Mr. Chadwick and his

assistants.

Mr. Morris Ham, experienced on sets of plays and pageants has given Mr. Landon considerable help in arranging the play, and in organizing the whole Ithaca centenary celebration.

PONZELLI, MARTINI ON NEW BROADCAST

(Continued from page one)

Martin taking the Saturday position.

Every program will be broadcast from the Columbia Radio Playhouse in New York, where the most mod-

ern technical equipment, including advanced, high-fidelity microphones will transmit the voices and the music

with an unparalleled richness of tone.

The three great singers will bring their unusual vocal talents to the per-

formance of many familiar and well-

loved American songs, such as "Breathe Me Again", "Just a Song At Twi-

light", "As Long as the Grass's Head of the River", Songs of more recent com-

position will also be included in the vocal programs.

Familiar scenes from the most fam-

ous of operatic productions will form another portion of the vocal pre-

sentation with a special selection feature on each of the programs. Miss Ponzielli, Martini, and Greet Streeck

will ring numbers which have been associated with their names throughout their public careers.

The orchestral and choral inter-

ludes will be unique as performances of present-day popular music. Composers, whose stimulating arrange-

ments of current music rank high in the field of radio listeners through-

out the country, has prepared special versions of many danceable melodies to be played in smooth, rhythmic style. An extraordinary feature of his ac-

tivities will be the use of twenty-three

microphones out of the total of thirty.

The unusual setup will pro-

vide opportunities for the expansion

of orchestral and choral features, the

making of films and visual effects very many. The gentle rhythms of the waltz will be given a special position in each program so that an impression of the social world nobody indulges in in every broadcast.

The programs have been designed to flow clearly from opening to clos-

ing in the manner of the opera, and

regular, when he first presented a complete program of the revised

Wessmiler measurements of numbers in his musical continuity.

In the following series, both

Ponzielli and Greet Streeck will take part in a regular radio ser-

ies for the first time.

Review Enthusiastic Over

Genevieve Martin

the story. Applause, to be sure, the

wild is the desire to react somethin-

he lump in the throat—the feeling of un-

release, such as genuine, lone can receive in human bonds.

Little matter what he played, Mu-


The Newest News For Easter

Lastex Hats $3

You'll adore Lastex. . . the new spring fabric that

molde itself to your head in the most flattering design and comes in a glorious public orange weave. Navy, black and Easter pastels.

A Glorious Parade of budget priced Easter Suit, Coats and Dresses Is Ready For You Here.

DEAN of ITHACA, INC.

1850 Downling St.

Denver, Colo.

Covers the ENTIRE United States

School Officials! You may wire us your vacancies at our expense, if speed is urgent. You will receive complete, free confidential reports by air mail within 48 hours.
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BAGATELLES
By D. Pookt

There came to the conclusion that the "ify-plays" on the bulletin board is the result of leisure time. Some may consider it possible ... I don't.

Overhead while walking through the Lobby that so-and-so didn't have many lines to speak in the next play . . . "Roberts," she said, "thinks I'm too good for words."

The Oracle detectives are finding their silver stars . . . Bless them! The way people sigh the costume of the dresses, the way people flatter other people on certain days, the way people (or artists?) because . . . wish, as mad . . . and the numerous ways of nebulous people . . . make "We, the people" a most amusing group of menaces . . . Which reminds me of Robinson's remark . . . "A spiritual kindergartner, with a million such trying to spell God with the wrong blocks."

If interesting to note that "The Oregon Trail" began on our Campus . . .

E. B. Frye sees Buffalo Hill in daylight for the first time . . . Seems surprised or something.

Steve Straus and Peggy . . . awfully nice . . . And an instantly re minded of "Green Pastures" mostly because I saw the above mentioned couple in the lobby of the Civic Theatre in Syracuse . . . "Green Pastures" was beautifully staged . . .

After seeing such a presentation one must become accustomed to the stories . . . Will never forget the way "Lawl" and Gabriel did their work in the "De Lawd's" private after . . .

"The stuttered at "The Enemy of The People" that "The Clock Song" was the most beautifully staged play even in Ithaca for years . . . At the same performance was overheard that Mrs. . . . could not see Roberts "Red Dust" because the theatre was too "inexpert" . . . "Smoke gets in her eyes" or should . . . Keep wondering about the same set used for five acts in "The Enemy of The People" . . . Only the furniture was changed. Some "Jottings" . . . She doesn't know much about suicide because she doesn't give it much consideration . . .

Haban steps in once too often . . . The A Cappella choir will broadcast from Radio City . . . "To a razor . . . Heard some one say it was mincing verbally much," and it didn't sound half as bad as it might have . . . Awfully clever lines and acting in "Catherine the Great" . . . Liked that line . . . "It is a mistake for a woman to sell a man she loves him," and so on . . . Miriam Hopkins says that the stage is less lucrative than the movies but more real satisfying . . .

Two of the band boys staying over the summer have asked me to take an apartment with them . . . It's that nice apartment on Eddy St, you know . . .

The Mansfield annual writes: "Ithaca College, with one of the best basketball teams in the East proved too strong for our boys."

And so to vacation . . . Ironical world!

For Easter Your Portrait

Why not give that Some One your portrait this year for Easter. The Easter exchange of Portraits is becoming more popular each year. It is a lasting gift and one that will be appreciated throughout the entire year.

---

TOMPKINS STUDIO
140 E. State St. Dial 2169

---

about Cigarettes
Practically untouched by human hands

We'd like you to see Chesterfields made. We know you'd be impressed by the absolute cleanliness of our factories. The tobaccos are the best that money can buy.

Expert chemists test for cleanliness and purity all materials used in any way in the manufacture of Chesterfield cigarettes.

The factories are modern throughout. Even the air is changed every 4% minutes.

When you smoke a Chesterfield you can be sure that there isn't a purer cigarette made.

In a letter to us a eminent scientist says: "Chesterfields are just as pure as the water you drink."

Inspectors examine Chesterfields as they come from the cigarette making machines and throw out any imperfect cigarettes.

Chesterfield
the cigarette that's MINDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

© 1934, Society & Makers Tobacco Co.